INTRODUCING

WELLNESS CONFERENCING
& CORPORATE EVENTS

WE CREATE
WELLNESS
EXPERIENCES
DESIGNED TO

educate inspire change
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LET US SHOW YOU
HOW WE CAN
ENGAGE AND INSPIRE THE
MIND, BODY & SPIRIT
OF YOUR
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Here at The Wellness People
we are committed to exercising
the mind, body and the spirit.

CONFERENCING
ACTIVITIES
& CORPORATE
EVENTS

Health and Wellness expert Stephanie
Stone from The Wellness People has
designed packages to boost your team’s
performance and create a healthy
company culture for the long-term. Our
variety of ‘add-on’ options can be built
into your conference package and will
add significant value to your conference
experience and company outcome.
The following event options will ensure
your company’s objectives are achieved
and your delegates are engaged and
motivated.

Choose from the following options,
or, we can custom design your ultimate
conference or corporate
event experience.
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INTRODUCING
Stephanie
Stone

As Director at The Wellness
People, Stephanie designs
and develops health and
wellness programs based on
her 15+ years in the health
and wellbeing industry. From
conception to completion,
Stephanie will work with her
clients intimately to ensure
the most successful outcome
is achieved.
With a degree in exercise science and
nutrition, it all started in Byron Bay
developing her own personal training
and nutrition business from scratch;
Stepping Stone Health and Fitness
Co, which after 10 years of community
service, successfully sold in 2012.
Highlights including training PINK during
her Australian tour and working for Olivia
Newton-John.
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During her career, Stephanie,
has built solid relationships and
strong alliances with many of
Australia’s top health retreats
and resorts.
She was responsible for developing the
health and wellness department for
award-winning Gaia retreat and spa,
adding significant value through her
excellent client relationships, robust
network and management skills.
Stephanie has been delivering health and
wellness programs and has been awarded
various promotions within the mining
and resources sectors, managing the
health and lifestyle programs for the FIFO
workforce including clients such as Sodexo,
Rio Tinto and Woodside. Stephanie then
went on to manage the health and wellness
portfolios nationally, rolling out projects
to her 20+ teams on the ground including
clients such as; Origin Energy, Bechtel, Rio
Tinto, FMG and Metals X.

INTRODUCING
Stephanie
Stone

Stephanie has most recently collaborated
with the Byron at Byron Resort and Spa,
developing and implementing health and
wellness inspired packages and programs,
specifically designed for high-end
conferencing and corporate events.
She is also strongly affiliated with the Byron
Bay Conferencing Bureau, delivering high
end events management packages in the
conferencing and corporate events space.
Stephanie was asked to become a brand
ambassador for well-known Canadian
based health and wellness brand Lulu
lemon, in 2012.
Stephanie oversees all conferencing and
corporate event projects from conception to
completion and her excellent client relation
skills and ability to deliver results ensure
The Wellness People maintains high
calibre corporate clients who consistently
kick goals!
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WORKSHOPS
•	Team building –
getting the basics right, making it work

CONFERENCE
ACTIVITIES

•	Team building –
using DiSC personality profiling
• Motivating your team
• Dealing with stress and anxiety
•	Emotional intelligence for better
relationships
•	Get what you want - life & work:
Achieving work life balance
• Collaboration for business growth
•	Collaborative leadership –
breaking down the silos
• What’s on the menu? Food as medicine
• The secret life of food

WHAT
WE
DO

• Nutrition for optimum performance
• Nutrition for weight loss and
increased energy
• Workshops on spine, core & lower back
• The Science of Stretching
• Core Control Basics
• 5 Pilates exercises for Lower Back Health
• Food vs supplements
• Organic vs conventional
• Super foods for super performance
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Morning Movement Classes
Yoga & Meditation
Boxing on the Beach
Boot Camp Challenge
Sunrise Wellness Walk
The Amazing Race
Fun Run Event
The Amazing RACE

KEYNOTE
PRESENTATIONS
• iLEAD - Leadership at all levels
•	Do Less – Lead more: Leadership
and the art of doing nothing
•	How to lead your industry – be the
disrupter (not the disrupted)
•	Could the taxi industry have come
up with Uber?
•	Personal sustainability in a time of
digital disruption
• Transformation Vs MAD leadership
• Mastering your time and your life
• Leading women

Motivate your team in
the morning!

CONFERENCING
ACTIVITIES
Morning Movement
classes

Exercising body and mind sets your
team up to better learn during the day
ahead, resulting in higher productivity and
improved learning capacity.
Stimulating blood-flow and muscle
movement first thing in the morning is the
perfect tonic for seminar success.

Our morning movement ‘options’ include:
• Nature walk, stretch and breathe
• Dynamic stretching, yoga & meditation
• Tai chi, Pilates or qigong
• Morning boot camp or beach activity
• Group Boxing 4 Fitness
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CONFERENCING
ACTIVITIES
Boxing on the Beach

Boxing for fitness is superb
at sunrise, to stimulate
pre-seminar learning or can
be designed as an inspiring
mid-day break to move the
body and boosts the brain.
Boxing for fitness delivers best results
for team building, boosts adrenalin and
encourages camaraderie.
We start with a gentle jog along the
stunning sands of Broken Head beach.
Once paired into couples, delegates will
be worked through their paces with an
intense yet inspiring workout, pushing
their fitness limits, leaving them
energised and re-charged.
Our qualified team of boxing for
fitness pros will motivate your team to
achieve maximum potential in the
shortest time possible.
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A fitness focused and
FUN program that is sure to
get the blood pumping and
stimulate endorphins.

CONFERENCING
ACTIVITIES
Boot Camp Challenge

Participants will be exercising
components of their cardiovascular
system, strength and endurance.
This high-energy program is conducted
in the breath-taking Byron at Byron great
outdoors, including bushlands, beaches
and lakes.
Boot Camp is a dynamic team building
group fitness activity that requires
delegates working together. It enhances
effective communication skills whilst
creating a positive group dynamic.
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Create your very own
company challenge!

INSPIRED BY NATURE

MINI CORPORATE
EVENT
Fun Run Event

Allow us to design your custom built mini
fun run event to suit your company focus.
Marvel at the boost in company spirit as
delegates gain a sense of achievement
by combining both personal goal setting
and positive group dynamics and
achievement.
Sample events:
5km Fun Run – one loop through our lush
nature-inspired rainforests, beaches and
wetlands. Suitable for all fitness levels, the
aim is fitness and FUN!
Team Relay – X activities per team and
X players per team. Each individual
completes one discipline and teams
compete against each other. All set in the
great outdoors.
Includes: Company T-shirt, certificate,
energy drinks
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INSPIRED BY NATURE

MINI CORPORATE
EVENT
The Amazing RACE

This high-energy
team-building event combines
a strong sense of unity and
shared achievement amongst
all participants.
Delegate’s problem-solve, navigate and
brain storm their challenge to achieve
overall success against the clock and
against the other teams.
This is a true custom built corporate
experience, designed to:
•	Create energy and culture within
your company
•	Creates positive relations among
team members
• Increases a better understanding
of personalities
• Builds team camaraderie and
team dynamics.
• Challenges set throughout iconic
parts of Byron Bay
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•	Grand prize for winning team and
company finale dinner with slideshow of
the day’s events

SEMINAR
AND WORKSHOP
OFFERINGS

We have a range of seminars
and workshops available to
add value to your conference
and ensure your people are
educated and motivated for
positive change when they get
back to the workplace.
We can custom build your sessions into
your company conference to meet your
company focus, by integrating tailored
workshops and specific seminars into
your program.
Our association with expert facilitators
specialising in their field, will ensure your
team receives the highest standards
and results.

Discover our range of topics you might
find valuable for your people.
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Mark is an author, educator and
executive coach with 25+ years’
experience in the field of executive
leadership, organisational
development and change
management. He offers expertise
and proven intellectual capital to
organisations seeking effective and
innovative business transformation.
He has been consulting and
delivering learning experiences
at all levels of the organisation as
well as speaking professionally at
conferences and seminars in Australia
and overseas. Now based in the
Byron Bay area, we are very lucky
to have available to showcase his
proven methodologies and solutions
that bring teams together and keep
them focussed on shared goals
and practical strategies that deliver
achievable and measurable results.

KEYNOTE
PRESENTATIONS
Delivered by

Mark
Holden
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The following high impact
keynote presentations are
designed to engage and
involve the audience, as
well as make sustainable
behaviour changes. They are
ideal to either begin or end a
conference and have a focus
on practical applications that
your participants can take
away from your conference.

iLEAD

Leadership at all levels
All organisations are looking for ways
to engage and motivate their people
to deliver extraordinary results. This
inspiring keynote debunks the idea that
leadership is the privilege of a chosen
few at the top of the organisation.
Mark uncovers the power of modern
organisations such as Apple, Google
and Virgin, who promote the idea
that leadership happens at all levels.
Organisations that inspire everyone who
works for them, to ‘lead’ – regardless
of their position on the org chart.
Releasing the power and potential of
the individual, motivating your people
to excel in their roles and take on the
iLEAD challenge.

KEYNOTE
PRESENTATIONS

Your delegates will be challenged
through the following key messages:
i

- I am the ‘i’ in leadership - leadership is my responsibility

L

- Leadership happens at all levels – not just at the top

Delivered by

Mark
Holden

1

This is an ideal keynote to open your
conference and get your people ready to
live your company vision or key messages,
or to close your conference and motivate
your people be more productive and
effective back in the workplace.

What your delegates will take away from
this keynote:
•	Understanding the responsibility to lead
rests with everyone in the organisation
•	How to discover your ‘inner leader’ and
realise your full leadership potential
•	How to apply the qualities of ‘selfleadership’
• Setting leadership goals
•	Creating an iLEAD action plan – how
they will embrace the iLEAD concept
and apply it back in the workplace

E - Exploring new ways of doing things better
A - Attitude – let’s do it – positive achieving results
D - Drive and energy to make things happen
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DO LESSLEAD MORE:
Leadership and the art of
doing nothing
In this energetic and interactive keynote,
Mark shares his stories and experiences
and shows your leaders how to ‘do
less and lead more’. He will get them
developing their own strategy to reorder
their priorities and get leading.
He will give them a range of
practical tools to start making
changes immediately.

KEYNOTE
PRESENTATIONS
Delivered by

Mark
Holden

2

From this high impact and practical
keynote presentation, your delegates will
learn:
• How to step out of management and
into leadership
• How to achieve more but do less
•	How to create a culture that motivates
and inspires
your people
•	How to get your people motivated
about doing more work
•	How to be a change leader and get
everyone on board.
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LEADING
WOMEN
In this keynote presentation Mark Holden
uses humour to explore the way men
and women interact in the workplace
and highlights the value of encouraging
women in leadership roles and the
benefits organisations will gain.
“Moving women into leadership
positions is not an issue of social
justice; it is all about the bottom line.”
Mark demonstrates how the innate
leadership qualities of both men
and women – if integrated – can
create dynamic and high performing
organisations. This keynote encourages
greater collaboration between men and
women not only to reduce conflict but to
create competitive advantage.

KEYNOTE
PRESENTATIONS
Delivered by

Mark
Holden

3

What your delegates will take away from
this keynote:
•	An appreciation of the innate
leadership skills inherent to men
and women
•	What the stats are saying about
inequality for women in the workforce
•	How organisations are losing profits
and competitive advantage if they
ignore these issues
•	What it could look like – “Towards an
integrated model”
•	How women can break the glass
ceiling or walls in their organisations
•	How men should encourage more
women into leadership positions.
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Workshops
Mark Holden also delivers practical tools
to help your people be more effective in
the following two hour sessions:
• T
 eam building –getting the basics
right: In this session we discuss
the basics of how teams work by
engaging your people and drawing on
their personal experience. They will
be introduced to models to help them
understand how an effective team
works and then do some exercises
together to practically demonstrate the
principles.
• T
 eam building –making it work:
This session is for teams that have
worked together for a while and want
to grow into a high performance
team. We introduce this session with
some research and definitions around
high performance teams then get
your people engaged in a number
of increasingly complex games and
outdoor exercises.

WORKSHOPS
Delivered by

Mark
Holden

• T
 eam building - using DiSC
profiling: In this session we draw
on Mark’s background as a clinical
psychologist as well as the popular
DiSC personality profile to understand
human behavior, identify possible
conflicts and to produce a team
map for discussion. This is always
a fun and enlightening session that
creates greater understanding and
acceptance across the team and
uncovers areas for focus to improve
team effectiveness.
•	
Motivating your team – This session
focuses on how to generate positive
energy as a leader as well as a team
member. The greater the energy
circulating through your team the
more you will get done. In this session
we will explore the principles of
motivation and explore easy and
practical ways of motivating your
teams and achieving more.
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• M
 astering your time and your life:
Everywhere in life there is growing
pressure to produce more in the same
amount of time. In this session we will
explore some of the most effective
ways to improve personal productivity
giving your people a wide variety of
practical ways to make the most of
their time.
•	
Dealing with stress and anxiety
– This session provides the tools to
use when the pressure is on. Stress
and anxiety at work is becoming an
increasing concern and is responsible
for decreased productivity and
efficiency. We explore the causes
of stress as well as practical ways
to manage and reduce stress and
anxiety when it occurs.

WORKSHOPS
Delivered by

Mark
Holden

• G
 et what you want out of life and
work: Achieving work life balance is
still a key concern for people working
in high stress environments. In this
session your people will receive
practical wisdom and advice gained
over more than 25 years coaching and
training in this area.

• E
 motional intelligence – for
better relationships: This session
explores the principles of Emotional
Intelligence (EQ), helps you assess
the key areas individuals need to work
on to improve their EQ and how it
can be used on a day to day basis to
more effectively deal with managers,
peers and direct reports.
•	
Collaboration – for business
growth: Collaboration across
organisations is one of the easiest
ways to find economies of scale,
flexibilities and efficiencies. This
session looks at the principles of
collaboration in modern organisations
and gets the participants exploring
ways greater collaboration can add
value to your business.
•	Collaborative leadership – breaking
down the silos: In this session we will
present ways leaders can encourage
and realise greater collaboration in
your organisation. We will also provide
a range of practical tools they can use
to achieve this.
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After her first client was named
the World Bench Mark in their
industry Margot was head hunted
to work globally with Boards and
Top Team of companies such as
BP Oil (global), BHP and National
Australia Bank.
Margot has written 6 books on
leadership in times of rapid change
(one commissioned by the Australian
Institute of Company Directors).
She has been a World Economic
Forum thought leader and shared
speaking podiums with luminaires
such as Hilary Client and Queen
Rania of Jordon. Australia’s leading
playwright, David Williamson based
his play, Corporate Vibes, on Margot’s
character (gleaned by David from
reading one of her bestselling books).

KEYNOTE
PRESENTATIONS
Delivered by

Margot
Cairnes

Margot recently facilitated the Virtual
Reality (VR) weekend of the Byron Bay
Film Festival. The attendees, leading
edge designers, film makers and VR
practitioners from the 4 corners of the
globe agreed that although they had
attended many such workshops, this one
was undoubtedly the best.
They reported being inspired, open,
excited and ready to lead disruption.
Several film makers noted that Margot
was an exceptionally engaging story
teller capturing the audience attention
while simultaneously helping them
feel empowered and ready to take the
personal and professional risks essential
for creativity and industry leadership.

Margot has helped transform
thousands of people wanting
to make a change in their
working or personal life, taking
them on a journey to higher
levels of thinking.
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She has personally mentored world and
organisational leaders and her counsel
is sought by Australia’s richest and most
influential citizens, yet her approachable
style makes her knowledge and
experience available to a wide variety of
audiences.
In Margot’s keynotes, she addresses
all facets of business management,
leadership, and corporate social
responsibility plus the broader theme
of completely changing the way we
think in order to get results that are
way beyond those we could have ever
previously imagined. Her innovative
and proven approach has the power
to turn businesses around, increasing
shareholder value, setting world bench
marks and creating industry, community
and personal breakthroughs.

widespread and have powerful long-term
implications for a corporation no matter what
point you are at in the corporate life cycle.

KEYNOTE
PRESENTATIONS
Delivered by

Margot
Cairnes

A radical thinker, Margot’s work is about
communicating a meaningful and effective
way of relating, and placing the world of
business within the broader context of
society. The applications she delivers are
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Margot Cairnes’ presentations are
dynamic, inspirational, entertaining,
challenging and sometimes confronting as
she presents cutting-edge approaches to
leadership and strategic business issues.
Margot has presented at global forums on
leadership, future trends and corporate
social responsibility for over 20 years.
Her audiences have included ‘Fortune
500′ Chief Executive Officers and
Directors, international political leaders
and members of international think
tanks. She has worked with international
companies including BP and Mobil Oil
globally, Zinifex (formally Pasminco),
Origin Energy, Western Power, Alcoa,
BHP Billiton, Telstra, The Reserve Bank,
Bankers Trust, Chase AMP, DuPont in
Australia, Fletcher Challenge Energy in
New Zealand and Canada, the Bank of
Michigan and Levi Strauss in the USA.

Margot Cairnes is a highly-respected
keynote speaker and panel chair in
Australia and overseas, and a powerful
catalyst for change. A highly sought
visionary thought leader, Margot
shows how leaders can achieve world
benchmark success in a world of rapid
change. Margot speaks on a variety of
topics including:

Workshops
1.	Building winner teams (both real and
virtual) in an age of disruption

KEYNOTE
PRESENTATIONS
Delivered by

Keynote presentations
1.	How to lead your industry:
Be the disruptor (not the disrupted)

Margot
Cairnes

2.	Creating opportunities from apparently
insolvable problems
3.	Strategic thinking and acting in a fastpaced world of change
Other
1.	Leading in complex, uncertain and
rapidly changing times
2. Relationships – at home and at work
3. Taming wicked problems

2.	Could the taxi industry have come
up with Uber? (Do you have what it
takes to be a leader in time of digital
disruption?)

4. The politics of change
5. Staying sane in a changing world
6. Sex in the boardroom

3.	Transformation v. MAD leadership
(MAD= Managed Adaptive Decline)

7.	From chaotic reaction to wise
brain strategy

4.	Personal sustainability in a time of
digital disruption

8. Corporate social responsibility
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Samantha Gowing is the Dr Seuss
of health and nutrition. She has
dedication and enthusiasm, knowledge
and belief second to none. Renowned
for her sharp wit, word play and sense of
humour, she has a wonderful take on life
and the way she explains things.
Born in the sixties, a product of the
seventies, she has been working with
food since the eighties. In the nineties,
she became the licensee of Melbourne’s
historic Grace Darling Hotel steering it to
a multi award winning victory – including
the coveted Chefs Hat for eight years.

WHAT’S ON
THE MENU
With

Samantha
Gowing

A passionate entrepreneur, she
founded her globally recognised
business in 2000. Gowings food
health wealth provides culinary and
marketing solutions to the food and
wellness industries.
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Samantha Gowing is an
executive chef, nutritionist and
founder of Byron Bay based
global wellness company
Gowings Food Health Wealth. A
former hat winning restaurateur,
she now creates culinary
programs for luxury hotels,
spas and health retreats
worldwide. Samantha is the
author of ‘The Healing Feeling
- recipes and remedies from
Australia’s leading spa chef.
Your guests will be guided through
a series of wholefood cooking
demonstrations, hands on challenges
and tantalising tastings. At the end of the
session, Samantha’s team who “radiate
good health vibes” will leave your group
feeling both inspired and motivated to
stay on the path to wellness and maximum
good health. The following sessions are
the perfect pick-me-up for nurturing staff,
a motivational training incentive for team
building events or the perfect
conference keynote.

SUPERFOODS
COOKING
CHALLENGE
Interactive Team Building
Just like MasterChef, only healthy! This
fully interactive event brings out the
corporate competitor and food critic
in everyone! Teams prepare selected
recipes for the ultimate health food cook
off! Event includes e-recipes, beautiful
seasonal ingredients, inspiring chefs,
service staff, cooking equipment and
fabulous gifts for the winning team.

WHAT’S ON
THE MENU
With

Samantha
Gowing

From $275pp fully interactive event.

“I engaged Samantha Gowing
to facilitate an afternoon
corporate group cooking
session. In keeping with the
‘superfood’ theme, she guided
the group through a series of
cooking demonstrations and
hands on cooking challenges.
With her warm, welcoming and
relaxed style, she facilitated
the session with energy and
displayed a great sense of fun.
Thanks to Samantha and her
team, the afternoon was a great
success.”
Stephanie Drewe
Ernst & Young
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THE
SECRET
LIFE OF
FOOD
A 90-minute seminar : An inspiring
optimal health presentation
This dynamic workshop takes a look at
seasonal ingredients and the healing
properties they possess to achieve
optimal wellness every day. Focus is
on stress reducing foods and lifestyle
choices. We’ll discuss healing foods
for optimal health and debunk myths of
fad diets and food trends by creating a
harmonious wellness intention so they
may depart brimming with confidence
that they will be able to successfully
implement and integrate at home and in
the workplace.

Format: power point, data projector and
screen, whiteboards. Fresh ingredients
and dried spice platters to pass around,
scratch, smell and discuss. A great team
building incentive in the luxury of the
Byron at Byron

WHAT’S ON
THE MENU

From $2,900
60 minute powerpoint seminar.

With

Samantha
Gowing
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Key learning outcomes
•

Understanding food additives

•	Maintaining the balance using
food synergy
•

Taking action and strategic planning

•

Setting realistic achievable goals

A TASTE OF
FOOD AS
MEDICINE
WORKSHOP
A look and taste at selected seasonal
ingredients and the healing properties
they possess to achieve optimal
wellness every day. Focus is on stress
reducing foods and lifestyle choices.
We’ll discuss healing foods for optimal
health and debunk myths of fad diets and
food trends by creating a harmonious
wellness intention so they may depart
brimming with confidence to successfully
implement and integrate at home and in
the workplace.

WHAT’S ON
THE MENU
With

Samantha
Gowing

From $4500
90-minute interactive tasting workshop.
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Corporate wellness is critical
to the success of your
business. Implementing a
successful wellness program
requires consideration of your
employee population, work
environment and corporate
culture – though most of all, it
must reflect your organisational
strategy. Our programs make
your employees part of the
solution, not the problem.

CORPORATE
WELLNESS
Love Your Work
With

Dr Megan
Oaten

Megan Oaten has forged
a long and successful
career out of the science of
behaviour change.
Working collaboratively with leading
academics in the fields of social
psychology and motivation, Megan
has produced a body of work that
informs healthy workplace practice and
executive success including interpersonal
effectiveness, time management,
assertiveness training and stress
management in the workplace. It’s
mindfulness without the colouring books.
Megan has a PhD (in behaviour change)
from Macquarie University and has
held teaching and research positions at
leading Australian universities for over 10
years. Her work has been published in
dozens of academic journals including
the Journal of Economic Psychology,
Psychology and Health, and British
Journal of Health Psychology. This
research forms the backbone of her
practice techniques designed for
executives and corporate teams.
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WHO WILL BENEFIT?
Employee absenteeism costs Australian
businesses more than $12 billion
annually. Can you afford not to invest in
corporate wellness?

FOCUS AREAS
We specialise in strategic consultancy,
speaking and training services for
workplaces, government agencies and
industry groups.

GENERAL
ORGANISATIONAL
HEALTH
ASSESSMENT
How does your organisation rate against
the national standards for a healthy
workplace? Using online employee
surveys and HR data, our General
Organisational Health Assessment
reveals the psychological health and
wellbeing of your organisation Uncover
the strengths and areas of difficulty
encountered by your teams, and learn
how managers can be catalysts for
improving corporate culture.

CORPORATE
WELLNESS
Love Your Work
With

Dr Megan
Oaten

RESPONSIVE
ORGANISATIONAL
HEALTH PROGRAM
Transform your General Organisational
Health Assessment into an HR-led,
actionable plan with our responsive
organisational Health program. We
provide an effective, empirically based,
five-step approach:
1. 	Develop an action plan based on
identified areas of strength and
difficulty.
2. 	Train HR team to implement the action
plan
3. Supervise the roll out of action plan
4. Gather data and monitor progress
5. Provide recommendations
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EDUCATIONAL
& WORKSHOP
SESSIONS
Our structured workshops reinforce
program goals and provide additional
opportunities for your team to improve
their health and wellbeing at work.

Popular sessions include:
Corporate Wellness - An introduction to
behaviour change in the workplace
Stress and self-control failure in the
workplace
Increasing emotional resilience and
stress management skills

CORPORATE
WELLNESS
Love Your Work
With

Dr Megan
Oaten

The keys to effective goal setting:
Prioritising and productivity
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Jan has over 15 years’
experience working with
business executives and
corporate teams and see’s time
again people not able to fully
connect to their inner knowing,
only because they are not
practiced at it.

KEYNOTE
PRESENTATIONS
With

Jan
Terkelsen

I give people opportunities and
practical strategies to access their gifts
and talents. I also use a range of tools and
approaches that produce sound personal
and business outcomes. These are not
mutually exclusive – every strategy and
technique informs and builds on the other,
when you take an expanded perspective.
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I can help identify weaknesses in
individuals and groups and acknowledge
strengths in a persons’ thought
processes, business or team structure
and set up processes to support change.
I work with individuals and teams
who are interested in developing their
communication skills and levels of
effectiveness.
Clients report they are more focused,
clear and ready to take action after a
session with me. Teams report they have
a higher level of self-understanding and
team awareness. Using the MBTI as an
integral tool in this process supports
people in accepting where they get their
energy from, why they make decisions,
what information they know and trust
and how they organize their work and life
in general.

When you have a higher degree of
awareness regarding yourself and others,
it is easier to communicate what you want
and move forward. After a session with me
you will be clearer about where you need
to focus your attention and how to leverage
your strengths.
Jan’s accreditations and
certifications include:
• Myers Briggs Type Indicator – MBTITM
• Life Styles Inventory – LSITM
• Group Style Inventory – GSITM
• 	Organizational Cultural Inventory –
OCITM
• Enneagram

KEYNOTE
PRESENTATIONS
With

Jan
Terkelsen

• 	International Coach U University –
Certified Coach

Jan has also served in the NSW Police
Service for over ten years working across
several fields including Organizational
Analysis and Physical evidence sections.
I have an extensive background in health,
fitness and stress release techniques,
including several years as a qualified
personal trainer. I have endeavored to
understand the connection of the mind,
body and source.

TEAM
BUILDING
1.	Team Building 101 – understanding
personality types

Clients include Westpac, MLC, National
Australia Bank, Origin Energy, Macquarie
Bank, IPAC, Challenger, Insuranceline,
First National Real Estate, The Trust
Company, Human Priority, Acrewood
Childcare Centres as well as individual
coaching clients.

2.	Winning Teams – understanding
type and effective team strategies
3.	Dream Team – understanding type
and team agreements for success
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COACHING &
PROFILING

2.	OCI – Organisational Cultural
Inventory

1. LSI – lifestyles inventory
The Life Styles Inventory (LSI) identifies
the underlying thoughts and motivations
that guide an individual’s behaviour.
Often referred to as personal styles,
management styles and leadership
styles, these represent the essence of
an individual’s effectiveness. The quality
of an individual’s thinking and behaviour
contributes greatly to that person’s work
performance. Fortunately, your people
have the power to change ineffective
thinking and behaviour – the kind that can
paralyse an individual’s effectiveness.
But first they need to know if what they’re
doing now is supporting or detracting from
quality performance.

KEYNOTE
PRESENTATIONS
With

Jan
Terkelsen
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When leaders want lasting change, and
are looking at ways to transform the
culture of an organisation, look no further
than the OCI, the Organisational Cultural
Inventory. I have seen this tool in action
and the quality of the results and the
insights people in the organisation see are
priceless.
3. GSI – Group Styles Inventory
By using the circumplex, the GSI provides
a common language linking individual,
group and organisational development
efforts. Used in conjunction with a group
problem-solving simulation, the GSI
provides significant practical insight to
group functioning, allowing the group
to focus its efforts precisely on where
improvement is needed. The Group
Styles Inventory (GSI) is a team based
diagnostic measure, assessing the
behaviours observed, by team members,
during a team decision-making session.

WORKSHOPS
Introduction to mindfulness (45-60min)

With over 20 years in training/
education, psychotherapy, counselling
and mentoring, Jane creates custom
strategies and tools to help both
individuals and teams master their
minds and support and nurture
themselves. Through customised
workshops, your people will learn to track
mental triggers and develop ways to gain
perspective, focus and deal with stress
and anxiety both at work and home life.
Above all, Jane will teach delegates how
to find the calm and quiet within. We
offer workshops designed to improve
wellbeing, increase focus, and boost
concentration. The modern world is full of
stressful complexities which often seem
overwhelming and contribute to stress and
anxiety and thus decreases in productivity
and lack of clarity where need not.

GET YOUR MIND
UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT
With

Jane
Elms

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is Mindfulness
How to Monitor your thoughts
Learning to BE – practical
strategies & tools
Self-compassion & self-acceptance
Dealing with resistance
Developing a Mindful Practice

Art from the Heart (60-120min)
• What is Mindfulness
• Tools to practice mindfulness
• Letting go of stress
• Positive self-talk
• Self-compassion & Self-acceptance
•	Calming & focusing on ME through
creative drawing
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Wellness Workshops (60min)
Shifting the paradigm from escalating
global preventable health issues, to
integrating sustainable, nourishing daily
practices to enhance wellbeing.

Daily Routines & Rituals
• Life hacks for a high-grade life
•	We lead lives of multiplicity, not
simplicity
•	To make time for things that really
matter, we break down & address all the
elements of our lives no matter what age
or stage, to address issues that create
stress, unproductivity & angst in our
world.
•	We include conversations around time
management, habits, & making time for
things & relationships that really matter.

Food & Nutrition
•	Take the complication out of
feeding yourself

GET YOUR MIND
UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT
With

Jane
Elms
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•	We cover the Why, What and How of
eating simple, healthy, nourishing food
• De-bunking diets, & digestion
•	Preparing, & planning how to feed you
& those you love well doesn’t have to
be hard
•	We find foods you love that love you
back.

intelligent, happy and healthy self.
When this happens we can feel a sense of
something lacking or incompleteness and
we are unable to enjoy our lives to
the fullest.

Soelae Riley is a recognized meditation
and yoga teacher and founder of
‘Wellness Events.’
For the past 6 years Soelae has been
running international retreats, workshops
as well as personal and corporate
consulting. Soelae specialises in
meditation and restorative yoga practices
to help relieve and manage stress.

KEYNOTE
PRESENTATIONS
With

Soelae
Riley

We all lead full and busy lives and with the
rigors of modern day living as well as the
demands we place on ourselves (family,
friends, earning a living and the rapidly
changing environment) we accumulate
stress, fatigue and tension in the mind and
body. This has a depleting and detrimental
effect. It robs us, and all those around us,
of our clear thinking, creative, energetic,
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Meditation and calming yoga
is the antidote to stress, tension
and fatigue and the key to
accessing more of our higher
qualities, more of the time.
When instructed properly,
meditation is a life skill that
we can easily learn and
practice with broad reaching
positive effects.

BENEFITS OF
MEDITATION
AND
CALMING
YOGA
PRACTICES:
1. Relaxes the body and mind;
2.	Decreases feelings of anxiety
and stress;
3.	Enhances mood and emotional
stability;
4. Reduces fatigue;
5. Increases focus and attention;

Sessions/ workshops are tailored to the
individual or group but can include:

SEMINARS AND
WORKSHOPS
With

Soelae
Riley

6. Improves learning ability and memory;
7. Enhances decision making ability;
8. Increases productivity;
9. Heightens creativity;
10. Enhances ability to process information;
11. Increases resilience.
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1.	1 hr Calming yoga class with simple
breath work to release stress and
tension in the body.
	Enjoy a calming easy yoga practice,
feel tension release form the body
and learn simple stretches, breathing
practices and mindfulness techniques
you can incorporate into your daily
life. This is a great group activity that
everyone will enjoy and benefit from.
2. 1hr Meditation workshop:
You will learn;
-	How to effectively manage stress
through relaxation techniques
-	Yoga Nidra – one of the deepest
states of relaxation, powerful in its
rejuvenation qualities
-	Optimal posture and light stretches
(work clothes are fine)
-	Discussion about obstacles to
meditation
- Simple, practical breathing exercises
-	How to integrate meditation and
relaxation into your daily life.

Melissa also educates for Polestar
Pilates Australia providing mentoring and
education to instructors through their
diploma and was chosen as a master
trainer for Runity as a painless running
coach most recently.

Melissa comes highly recommended as
one of Australia’s most experienced and
talented Pilates instructors. Her passion
for Pilates and experience means
that she is well equipped to work with
“everybody”.

WORKSHOPS
With

Melissa
Wright

Melissa is far more than just a Pilates
instructor. She is an inspiration, a
beaming smile and cheeky laugh.
Through her experience in professional
dance to her understanding of the
needs of the everyday folk, there is not
much Melissa can’t do in the world of
movement.

WORKSHOP

Melissa’s experience spans 17yrs of
teaching in the industry and her previous
life as a dancer lead her to becoming a
Pilates instructor in 1999.

Pilates - A moving meditation to
strengthen the body and mind
(1-2 Hrs Long)

Melissa owned and directed MG Pilates in
Sydney for ten years where she had a loyal
following of highly qualified instructors.
She offered a high level of Pilates to
the inner west working with Sydney’s
most respected Physiotherapists and
Osteopaths.

Learn how to connect the dots through
movement and identify blocks and upper
limiting beliefs about what the body can
do. This Pilates workshop will take you on
a journey of self-realisation bringing you to
a point in which to make a change for the
better in body and mind.
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Kimberley is one of Australia’s
leading health professionals and an
International presenter.
Kimberley specialises in Nutrition,
Pilates and Myer Briggs personality
profiling. Having trained and presented
to thousands of delegates throughout
Australia, New Zealand, Germany,
France, Greece, America and Asia, she
is a sought after facilitator in her field.

WORKSHOPS
With

Kimberley
Garlick

Kimberley’s Pilates and nutrition related
background began with full time dancing
whilst simultaneously managing sporting
centres, personal training studios and
directing her own nutrition clinic.

She also specialises in Myer Briggs
personality profiling, AcuEnergetics,
Nutrition presenting and Life Coaching.
She is a lifestyle presenter for large
business firms across Australia and owns
and operates her own studios in the
northern hinterlands on NSW.
Nutrition for weight loss and
increased energy
Duration 1-2 hours
A highly informative seminar on the
benefits of nutrition for weight loss and
healthy eating for optimum performance.
This includes nutritional advice and a
complete understanding of supplements
and how they may boost the modern day
busy corporate diet, where time poor
equal’s nutrition poor.
All delegates receive:
• Recipe ideas
•	Top 10 nutritional tips for optimum
performance
• Delicious take home goodies bag
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Dav Cohen is a highly regarded
international expert in Pilates, fitness
and rehabilitation.
Dav is the owner and director of Byron
Bay Pilates and Physiotherapy, conducts
Pilates teacher training workshops and
presents at seminars and conferences
both nationally and internationally.

WORKSHOPS

on the spine, core & lower back
With

Dav
Cohen

With 20 years’ experience in the Pilates
industry and having studied with many
of the most well respected masters in his
field, Dav offers practical tools to help
you achieve your best posture, spinal
alignment for lower back and
core strength.
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A gifted educator and trainer, Dav is
able to work efficiently and effectively
with delegates, leaving everyone in the
room with a greater knowledge of their
bodies, an increased knowledge on how
to practically strengthen lower back and
core, increase mobility and simple take
home tools that get results.
Dav has been a Principal Educator
and examiner with Polestar Pilates
Education since 1997, Director of
Educator development for Australia and
New Zealand since 2003 and director of
curriculum for Polestar from 2006-2010.

THE
SCIENCE OF
STRETCHING
Duration 1-2 hours
Tight muscles and fascia can be related
to pain and dysfunction in the body.
Sitting or maintaining any posture for a
long period of time can result in muscles
shortening and the feeling of stiffness in
the body. In this workshop we will cover
some simple, safe and very effective
ways to increase flexibility and mobility
and discuss the following topics:
• Nerve tensioning and mobilisation

WORKSHOPS

on the spine, core & lower back
With

Dav
Cohen

• Muscle and fascia stretching
• PNF stretching techniques
• Physiology of stretching
•	Use of breath to facilitate
increased mobility
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CORE
CONTROL
BASICS
Duration 1 or 2 hours
In recent years “Core control” has
become one of the most overused and
least understood phrases in the fitness
industry. This workshop will clarify what
really is meant by core control and how
important it is for lower back health,
and overall wellness. In this seminar,
delegates will learn:
•	How to experience proper contraction
of these muscles to make sure they are
working
• Anatomy/physiology
• Function/dysfunction
• Current research and findings
• Experiential exercises

5 PILATES
EXERCISES
FOR LOWER
BACK
HEALTH
Duration 1-2 hours
Having the right tools to take care of your
body can make the difference between
living with pain or discomfort and feeling
fit and full of vitality. Pilates exercise has
become known as one of the BEST ways
to maintain a balance between strength
and flexibility.

WORKSHOPS

on the spine, core & lower back
With

Dav
Cohen

In this workshop we will cover five basic
Pilates exercises you can do every day,
using only a mat, to maintain optimal
spinal health.
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IS YOUR
MIND,BODY AND SOUL
READY?
CONTACT US TODAY.
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your future self will thank you
STEPHANIE STONE
CONTACT@THEWELLNESSPEOPLE.COM.AU
+61 414 910 794

